We are looking for –

Full-time/Internships

THINK TANK TEAM - SAMSUNG RESEARCH AMERICA

We are a growing team of interdisciplinary team of researchers, scientists and engineers located in Mountain View, CA geared towards creating cutting edge products at the intersection of science, technology and design. The team is led by Sr. Vice President Pranav Mistry and part of SRA consisting of experts who have previously worked at top-notch places such as MIT, Stanford, CMU, Oxford and others. We are passionate about inventing vision centric future products and experiences.

We aim at creating real-world impact by turning disruptive concepts into products that connect digital world with physical world through experience-centric future products and technologies. We aim to create real world impact by turning ideas into products. Its work covers a large time scale, from products that are ready to be mass-produced, to ideas that will take many years to come to fruition. The creation of prototypes is integral to the team's approach, and it creates new product classes, re-imagines existing products, and explores new materials, technologies, and affordances toward the goal of showing how a future technology can work, and the path to bringing it to reality for the masses. More information can be found at http://thinktankteam.info

WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

While we are open to expertise in many fields, we are specifically searching for:

Computer Vision Researchers
with proven track record in object recognition, object tracking, SLAM, sensor fusion, deep learning, 3D sensors, applications in AR/VR etc.

Software Engineers
with background in building applications across platforms such as web, smartphones, tablets and others.

Low-level software hackers
who aren't afraid to edit the kernel or build their own OS; but also know how to work at the application layer.

Electrical Engineers
who can combine serious hands-on EE chops with physical prototyping and software development skills.

Full-time and intern positions are available year-around. If interested, please send your brief self-introduction/CV and portfolio to ttt-hire@samsung.com